Amid the loud and justifiable cries for medical reform with which the whole kingdom at present rings, it is both wholesome and desirable to receive the faithful warnings of a friend who calls upon us to look at home and to rectify evils which lie at our own door and concern us, as a profession, still more nearly. Into this category, unquestionably, must come those evils?great and manifold?which spring from the total deficiency of any system of collegiate discipline in our medical schools. The reform of these depends entirely, or for the most part, upon the conscientious sense of duty in the members of the profession itself; they demand no parliamentary interference; their removal will infringe the rights of no corporate bodies, while every step that shall be taken towards their correction will be in itself a positive good, a blessing conferred upon the rising members of the profession, and through them on the country at large. It is therefore with much satisfaction that we see the subject of collegiate discipline again brought prominently forward,* and we are disposed to hope, from the notice which has been taken of it in all our medical journals, that a strong feeling in favour of the cause it advocates is already excited. Most assuredly the man will well deserve of the country who, by a well-devised plan of moral superintendence, shall enable the medical student to escape the multitude of temptations which surround him just at the most critical period of his life, and instruct him in the best mode of occupying his short and valuable period of hospital studies.
We well know, from experience, the dismay with which the medical student looks around him upon the crowd of strangers who pass before him, on hia first leaving the retirement of a country town for the busy mart If a college residence be thus provided for the students, it is obvious that a system of regular discipline in regard to hours of admission at the gates must be adopted to give the whole system that efficient power of control which is essential to the proper governing and guiding of a body of young men. We do not, however, say more upon a part of the subject on which we may be opposed to the views of many well wishers to the collegiate system, because we now only desire to make a general sketch of our proposed plan. The 6. Rewards and Penalties. It may be objected that a system of Collegiate discipline must be incomplete without the adoption of rewards and penalties for the enforcement of the authority of the College, and that there will be serious difficulties opposed to the exercising of such authority unless all the metropolitan schools come in to the same plan. We answer that to a judicious and cautious application of such control there will be no difficulty on the part of the student, for whose benefit it is to be adopted, who will cheerfully submit to a necessary control for the sake of the immense benefits to be palpably derived from the whole system. Neither need the individual school which shall boldly put itself forward to remedy the present evils fear to stand alone, since the object in view is confessedly so important that there can be no doubt that the existing examining bodies must and will gladly assist the undertaking by their sanction and support, and by granting a proper degree of consideration and weight at their examinations to the certificates of good conduct accorded by the individual college. Jt will obviously be to the interest of the school to temper and soften the necessary strictness of its rules, and to encourage submission to them by rewarding good conduct.* On reviewing the brief and imperfect survey which we have made, both of the evil and the remedy, we feel confident that we have overstated neither the magnitude of the one, nor the feasibility of the other. Deeply impressed as we are with the malignancy of the disease, we are satisfied that, if by any hint of ours we may have contributed towards the successful application of the remedy, we shall have rendered a high and most important service to our profession and, through its members, to the public. We rejoice, indeed, to see that the community at large are at length becoming sensible of the important and inseparable connexion between its interests and ours. The moral as well as the intellectual character of our profession must necessarily have a most important bearing upon the welfare and happiness of society in general. On every account, therefore, we hope most earnestly that the governors of the metropolitan hospitals, and the lay patrons and supporters of our schools, will feel that it is their bounden duty?assuredly it is their interest?now to use their best efforts, in conjunction with their professors and medical officers, to organize an efficient system of collegiate discipline for the benefit of their pupils. Indeed, according to our own opinion, the subject rightly viewed can leave no option to those who have the management and control of our medical institutions. They are bound by all the sanctions of morality and of religion no longer to allow a large body of our youth to lie exposed to the uncontrolled temptations of a vicious metropolis. Of the success of the proposed plan, if once set on foot, we are so confident that we venture to prophesy that if only one of our schools sets the example, the rest must, in self-defence, follow; and nothing would gratify us more sincerely than to witness the commencement of this honorable rivalry so pregnant with advantage to our profession. ? Might not a large establishment of the kind in question afford facilities for the establishment of scholarships by which, at a slight expense to the institution, board and lodging or rooms only might be given as a prize to the most deserving students for one or two years 1 vol. xm. no. xxv.
